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11 Teaching and Discussing Sensitive Topics 

 

Embrace Race:  

• 10 Tips for Teaching and Talking to Kids about Race  
 

Facing History and Ourselves: 

• Race and Racism: In a letter to her nine-year-old daughter, American 
nonfiction author Shirlee Taylor Haizlip defines racism.  

• My Part of the Story: Exploring Identity in the United States 

 

Learning for Justice:  

• Professional Development  
• Let’s Talk: Facilitating Critical Conversations with Students  

 
 

Civil Rights Teaching   

 

Further Information: 

• Book: Civil Rights Then & Now: A Timeline for the Fight for Equality in 
America  by Kristina Brooke Danielle  

• Video: The Future of American History Education: What Now?  

 

18 Related Resources for Culturally Responsive Teaching 

 

Embrace Race:  

• Children’s Books  

Facing History and Ourselves 

Learning for Justice:  

• Social Justice Standards  

• Let’s Talk 

https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/lets-talk 
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• Teaching the Movement 

https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/the-march-continues 

• Critical Practices for Anti-bias Education 

https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/critical-practices 

• Civil Rights Done Right 

https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/civil-

rights-done-right 
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Page Resource Links 

23 Advance Preparation 

 

Core Connections 

• Amanda Gorman 
• Video: “The Hill We Climb” reading by Amanda Gorman  

 

Reading 

• Lord Byron biographical information: 
o Britannica 
o Lord Byron Swims the Hellespont 

• Video: “Apostrophe to the Ocean” by Lord Byron 

 

 (Support note) 

 

Map: Battle of Trafalgar, October 21, 1805 

 

(Challenge note) 

 

Video: “Apostrophe to the Ocean” by Lord Byron 

 

Text and Audio: “Ozymandias” by Percy Bysshe Shelley 
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Page Resource Links 

36 Advance Preparation: Writing 

• “For my Sister Molly Who in the Fifties,” Alice Walker  
• “Ode to Pablo’s Tennis Shoes,” Gary Soto  
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47 Advance Preparation 

 

Biographical Information: 

• William Wordsworth  
• Robert Frost  

 

Video: “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud” by William 
Wordsworth 

Photo of Grasmere 

 
Video: “Rock-a-Bye Baby” 
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64 Advance Preparation 

 

Biographical information about Rudyard Kipling:  

• Britannica 
• BBC News Magazine 
• New Yorker: “When Rudyard Kipling’s Son 

Went Missing” 
 
Text and audio: “If” by Rudyard Kipling 
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Page Resource Links 

74 Advance Preparation 
 
Biographical information about Langston 
Hughes: 

• Britannica 
• Poets.org 
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84 Advance Preparation 

 

Biographical information for Maya Angelou: 

• Britannica 
• Poets.org 

 

Writing 

 

Example of rhyme and meter: “She was a Phantom of 
Delight” by William Wordsworth 

Example of free verse: “Free Verse” by Robert Graves 
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Lesson 7 
 

Page Resource Links 

96 Advance Preparation 

 

Biographical Information: 

• Paul Laurence Dunbar  
• James Weldon Johnson  

 

Video: “Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing” by James Weldon Johnson, 
performance by Alicia Keyes 

 

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou 

 

102 (Support) 

American Experience: The Black Church 
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 (N/A) 
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121 Perform Poetry 

• “The Hill We Climb” by Amanda Gorman 
o Text  
o Video  

• Students may use their favorite online application to create 
videos of themselves reading aloud poetry. You can find 
directions here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Svr1QSIjTzs  

• Students may prepare audios or videos where they read 
aloud a collection of poetry by Emily Dickinson to the tune of 
"Amazing Grace." An example using the theme song from 
Gilligan's Island can be viewed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSta5iO--Lg  

• Students may read aloud a poem written in iambic meter, 
while using clapping, stomping, or drumming to emphasize 
the meter. Students can review the sound of meter here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSbtkLA3GrY  

• Students may create a "mash-up" of two or more 
thematically related poems. An example can be viewed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uw77CDae4I  

 

122 Analyze Context 

Writing a Historical Poem 
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123  
Grade 6 Ancillary Materials 
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